SUMMARY From lessons learned in medical data mining projects we show that integration of advanced computation techniques and human inspection is indispensable in medical data mining. We proposed an integrated approach that merges data mining and text mining methods plus visualization support for expert evaluation. We also appropriately developed temporal abstraction and text mining methods to exploit the collected data. Furthermore, our visual discovery system D2MS allowed to actively and effectively working with physicians. Significant findings in hepatitis study were obtained by the integrated approach.
Introduction
Medicine has been a traditional domain for artificial intelligence (AI) research and application. It can be observed that the focus on expert systems (ES) in medicine in early days of AI has been changed to intelligent data analysis (IDA) in medicine, especially by machine learning and data mining techniques [5] , [16] , [22] . At least, two reasons for the new trend are the bottleneck of knowledge acquisition and the explosive growth of medical databases. Intelligent data analysis in medicine has its own features because of the characteristics of medical data. These characteristics include the incompleteness (missing values), incorrectness (noise in data), sparseness (few and/or non-representable patient records available), and inexactness (inappropriate selection of parameters for a given task). Moreover, medical databases are characterized by the particular constraints and difficulties of the privacy-sensitive, heterogeneous, but voluminous, data of medicine [6] .
For the last several years we have been working on mining several precious medical databases, especially those on stomach cancer (collected during 1961-1991) at National Cancer Center in Tokyo, and hepatitis (collected during 1982-2001) at Chiba University Hospital. In the first stages, we have developed new computational methods to exploit these databases. The results were promising but always far from the expectation of physicians. The common problem is that most findings were not new to the physicians while what is new to them was usually hard to assess. Recently, the area of text mining has a considerable progress due to advanced learning methods for complexly structured data. Many works focused on using text mining techniques to exploit voluminous and precious medical literature resources, in particular MEDLINE [7] .
Visual data mining [8] is another area that greatly contributes to medical information systems [4] . Appropriate visualization can support deeper understanding of patterns discovered in data, or to uncover their hidden relations [24] .
Lessons learned from medical data mining projects [14] , [15] have suggested us an integrated approach to medical data mining. The key guideline is that we usually cannot be successful in medical data mining if mining only medical databases with computation methods but multi resources exploitation plus expert participation is indispensable. In fact we have appropriately integrated data mining, text mining, visualization, and expert inspection to do medical data mining. Section 2 of the paper describes the integrated approach including lessons learned from our medical data mining projects, the integrated approach idea and visual data mining system D2MS. Section 3 presents our study in hepatitis with the proposed integrated approach. The essence is interesting findings due to the integration of multi resources.
The Integrated Approach

Lessons Learned in Medical Data Mining
We have had many unsuccessful attempts in early days of our projects [14] , [20] . However, we have gained better insights into these domains from the failures. The following is what we deeply learned in medical data mining: "It took over twenty or thirty years to collect the medical data, months to understand the problems and preprocess the data, minutes or hours to run data mining, and days or weeks to evaluate the findings".
This relation between time of data collection, data mining, and knowledge evaluation suggests data miners to redistribute their effort on these main components of the whole process to obtaining useful medical knowledge. Moreover, we have the following remarks and observations in medical data mining [15] :
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• Understanding the domain is crucial and usually requires data miners much effort, time, and collaboration.
• Medical data were usually collected over many years, and lots of them are redundant. Feature selection is usually indispensable, but using only computation does not work well.
• Most knowledge discovered by general-purpose data mining software is not new to the medical doctors.
• There are too many outputs, and model selection indispensably requires users participation.
• The lack of adequate methods and tools limits data mining results.
Our experience shows that there is not always appropriate data mining methods for medical data analysis. From the above remarks and further investigation, we sum up several lessons learned (see [14] for detail): The lessons are concerned with the central problem of model selection in data mining, i.e., of choosing appropriate discovered models or algorithms and their settings for obtaining such models. In these lessons, we especially recognized the role of physicians in the mining process as well as the crucial importance of background/domain knowledge.
The Integrated Approach
We consider that in the medical data mining process, the following three factors could be fulfilled in a harmonious combination:
1. Appropriate data mining methods [5] , [6] ; 2. Active participation of physicians supported by a userfriendly environment with visualization tools [3] , [8] ; 3. Effective exploitation of domain knowledge from medical literature [9] .
As mentioned in the introduction about the characteristics of medical data, general data mining tools are not always appropriately applied. In many cases, we need either to develop new methods/programs that can work well with the particular data or to select right available tools based on a deep understanding of their power and limit to the data.
Having appropriate data mining tools, the search for new and useful patterns/models from medical data is still a big challenge that usually cannot be well done without an active participation of physicians. It is known but worth noting that a huge possible patterns/models can be induced but they are rarely considered to be novel and useful by physicians. From our best experience, in such a situation the followings are crucial:
• Participation of the physicians in providing guidance or directions such as selected features, heuristics, etc. to narrow the search space when running data mining programs and in evaluating the obtained patterns/models.
• Ease of the expert evaluation on patterns/models discovered. This can be obtained by suitable exported form of discovered patterns/models such as compact tables or visual tools.
The medical literature is one of the sources of background and domain knowledge that we need to exploit. In particular, MEDLINE -the source of life sciences and biomedical information with nearly eleven million records -is very important and can be exploited with text mining methods. Figure 1 illustrates the key idea of this integrated approach.
A Visual Data Mining System
We have developed the visual data mining system D2MS (Data Mining with Model Selection) as basis for the integrated approach. The key idea of D2MS is to support the user with his/her central role in the data mining process. Essentially, such a system should have support as much as possible to the user in model selection. The support consists of providing descriptive analysis of data, selection of appropriate algorithms their and parameters, and performance metrics to evaluate the findings [12] . Figure 2 shows a conceptual architecture of D2MS where the Data Mining module includes our decision tree learning method CABRO, and rule learning method LUPC. D2MS first supports the user in doing trials on combinations of algorithms and their parameter settings in order to produce competing models, and then it supports the user in evaluating them quantitatively and qualitatively by provid- Fig. 1 Three factors of the integrated approach. ing both performance metrics values as well as visualization of these models. In D2MS, visualization helps the user to interpret data and models as well their connections in order to understand and evaluate models better. Through visualization the user also can see better the effect of algorithm settings on resulted models so that he/she can adjust settings to reach adequate models.
There are three visualizers in D2MS: data visualizer, rule visualizer, and hierarchy visualizer [12] , [24] . The data visualizer provides the user graphical views on the statistics of the input data and relations between attributes. These include multiple forms of viewing data such as tables, crosstabulations, pie or charts, cubes. The data visualizer supports the user in the pre-processing step and in the selection of algorithms when registering plans (Fig. 3) .
The rule visualizer allows the user to view rules generated by CABRO or LUPC. The visualizer provides graphical views on statistics of conditions and conclusions of a rule, correctly and wrongly matched cases in both training and testing data, and links between rules and data. The hierarchy visualizer visualizes hierarchical structures generated by D2MS. The visualizer provides different views that may be suitable for different types and sizes of hierarchies. The user can view an overall structure of a hierarchy together with the detailed information of each node.
D2MS provides several visualization techniques that allow the user to visualize large hierarchical structures effectively. The tightly-coupled view simultaneously displays a hierarchy in normal size and tiny size that allows the user to determine quickly the field-of-view and to pan to the region of interest. The fish-eye view distorts the magnified image so that the center of interest is displayed at high magnification, while the rest of the image is progressively compressed. Also, the new technique T2.5D (Trees with 2.5 Dimensions) is proposed and implemented in D2MS for visualizing very large hierarchical structures.
The Integrated Approach in Hepatitis Study
In this session we will show that the integration of three factors mentioned above in medical data mining allows us to obtain better results than working with them separately.
Viral hepatitis is a disease of the inflammation of the liver by the infection of hepatitis virus. As viral hepatitis has a potential risk to become liver cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) -which is the most common type of liver cancer -studies on viral hepatitis, specially on hepatitis type B and type C, are important in hepatitis study.
The hepatitis temporal database collecting from 1982 to 2001 at the Chiba university hospital was given to challenge the data mining community The doctors posed a number of problems on hepatitis that are expected to be investigated by KDD techniques. For last five years together with physicians we have been using our integrated approach to investigate this database in particular three significant problems in hepatitis study [21] :
P1. Discover the differences in temporal patterns between hepatitis B and C (HBV and HCV). P2. Evaluate whether laboratory tests can be used to estimate the stage of liver fibrosis (LC (liver cirrhosis) vs. nonLC (non liver cirrhosis)). P3. Evaluate whether the interferon therapy is effective or not.
Our data mining solution to exploit the hepatitis database is temporal abstraction (TA) that is an approach to temporal pattern detection aiming at deriving an abstract description of temporal data by extracting their most relevant features over periods of time [2] , [4] . We approach the hepatitis database by novel temporal abstraction methods aiming at explaining the causes and mechanisms of hepatitis diseases in a comprehensible way to physicians.
We have developed two temporal abstraction methods,
1. Transforming the original hepatitis temporal database into a database of temporal patterns abstracted by the proposed temporal abstraction algorithms.
2. Using D2MS and other learning methods as CBA, C5.0, etc. to find rules on relations between temporal patterns from the abstracted database.
3. Exploiting MEDLINE for background or domain knowledge to support the knowledge evaluation. 4. Analyzing the findings with/by physicians. Fig. 4 The framework for mining hepatitis data.
Fig. 5
Temporal relations in Allen's temporal logic.
one is abstraction pattern extraction (APE) whose task is to map (to abstract) a given fixed length sequence into one of predefined abstraction patterns [13] , [19] , and the other is temporal relation extraction (TRE) whose task is to find temporal relations in terms of temporal logic among detected temporal patterns, and use these relations together with abstraction patterns to solve problems [11] . Our framework consists of four steps as shown in (Fig. 4) .
Temporal Relation Extraction
Typical TA works in the literature deal with regular temporal data, says, temporal data of an individual measured on consecutive days in a short period, diabetes data measured on consecutive days within two weeks; newborn infants regularly measured every minute [2] . However, the hepatitis data is characterized by irregular time stamped points in long periods [13] . Temporal logic [1] was developed as a theory of action and time by Allen whose basis is relations between temporal events (Fig. 5) . Recently, there are works on finding association rules based on temporal relations (see [2] ).
In this paper we illustrate the integrated approach by TRE data mining method. The key idea that makes TRE work differs from other methods of temporal pattern detection is domain-oriented temporal patterns are found by properties of hepatitis disease but not in a formal manner. The key steps of the TRE method include: (a) to detect temporal patterns from irregular temporal sequences and to softly find temporal relations among detected patterns by proposed algorithms, and (b) to use available data mining algorithms to find patterns/models [11] .
Extracting Knowledge from MEDLINE
MEDLINE has a special potential for any of medical applications, for example, medical data mining. There are about 60,000 abstracts of research papers concerning hepatitis. Our target is to extract information/domain knowledge from MEDLINE abstracts on hepatitis study and use them in mining the hepatitis database. To this end, we have attempted to exploit MEDLINE in two ways.
The first is, for the filtering purpose in preprocessing, to find strong associations of the laboratory tests that can be used as selected features to narrow the search space in the mining algorithms. However, a crucial problem occurred when searching associations of laboratory tests from the set of MEDLINE abstracts concerning hepatitis, which are usually short, is that often no such associations of the tests exist in MEDLINE. This problem is not only happened in hepatitis study but can also in other fields. Our solution is to use tolerance rough set model (TRSM) [10] , [17] that represents the bag of words (BOW) of each abstract by its TRSM upper approximation, i.e., each word in the abstract BOW is surrogated by all words in its tolerance class. Thus, the TRSM upper representation of the abstract contains more words than the abstract BOW and this representation gives more chances to find strong combinations of significant laboratory tests, and the problem caused by the small size of abstracts is expected to be solved.
The advantages of dealing with text by TRSM-based association mining are: (i) it gives a meaningful interpretation in the context of information retrieval about the dependency and the semantic relation of index terms; and (ii) it is relatively simple and computationally efficient. Association rule mining is also known as an efficient way to find strong combinations among items. To detect the strong relation-ships among blood tests appearing in MEDLINE abstracts we employ those two methods in the following manner [17] • To approximately find a surrogate for each MEDLINE abstract by its TRSM upper representation that extends the part of interest in the MEDLINE abstract.
• To find associations of laboratory tests from the set of surrogates of MEDLINE abstracts.
The second is to interpret and evaluate rules found in the post processing by exploiting discovered knowledge in MEDLINE abstracts. For each rule found we have tried to find related discovery from other works reported in MEDLINE that either conflict or agree with our finding. There is no way to find exactly article abstracts that related to discovered rules but we can filter for a small set of abstracts that potentially related then manually check them. This is done by using the temporal patterns appeared in the rule as query for TRSM-based information retrieval [10] . Note that though academic papers tend to have similar formats and similar terminology, but still there is a various usage of terms. We have unified those synonyms based on The Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) thesaurus for MED-LINE, then specially indexed the abstracts for our purpose.
Knowledge Visualization
We illustrate the use of rule visualization in support interpreting and understanding discovered rules in hepatitis study by our APE method [14] , in particular the LC vs. non-LC problem. Figure 6 shows a typical screenshot of rule visualizer in doing this task. When using default parameters of program LUPC in D2MS (90% minimum confidence and 5 as minimum support count), we found 1 rule for LC and 29 rules for non-LC. Assume that we want to assess the rule's interestingness, for example, rule #4 of non-LC whose precedent is the conjunction of "TTT High = Y", "GOT High = Y", "LDH NormalToLow = Y" and "T-BIL NormalToLow = Y" as shown in Fig. 6 .
Rules of each class are displayed with a color, concretly red for LC class and dark green for non-LC class, while attribute-value pairs are displayed with yellow color. The rule "#4 non-LC" is shown at the center in connecting with its four attribute-value pairs in the precedent part. Each attribute-value pair then is linked to all rules where it appears in the precedent parts. In this case, we can easily observe that temporal patterns "TTT High", "GOT High", "DH NormalToLow" and "T-BIL NormalToLow" occurred only in non-LC rules. By a double click on the attributevalue node "TTT High" we can see in another screen the links from this node to all the rules that contains "TTT High" in their precedent parts, and other conditions in the precedent part of each rule (Fig. 7) . In fact, we can switch between these two modes in rule visualizer to observe each rule or attribute-value pair and its related conditions or rules, i.e., its neighborhood information.
Various rules found by D2MS with its visualization tools from stomach cancer and hepatitis data have been encouragingly evaluated by physicians and they are really interested in the tools, especially, in case to compare the impacts of similar content of rules.
Findings and Evaluation
For the problem P1 of finding differences in temporal patterns between HBV and HCV, we created an abstracted dataset from original data of 584 patients (225 of HBV and 359 of HCV). Program CBA found totally 317 rules of which hypothesis testing accepts 226 rules with statistical significance (118 rules for HBV and 108 for HCV). Program LUPC found totally 300 rules, and 113 remained after hypothesis testing (71 for HBV and 42 for HCV). C5.0 found 29 rules for HBV (default is HCV). Some results evaluated in connection with MEDLINE abstracts and visualization were presented below. These rules show different temporal relation-based patterns that distinguish well groups of HBV and HCV patients. Some typical differences in HBV and HCV can be seen in temporal patterns concerning state changes of ALP (alkaline phosphatase) follows that of LDH (lactate dehydrogenase). Program CBA extracts 7 rules with this type of relation with high support and confidence, for example: In relation to state changes in ALP, we found rules covering the cases where ALP moves between high and normal states in HCV, and between normal and low states in most of HBV. The only exceptional rule in HBV that covers 3 cases is R#201 [HBV]: "ALP changed from normal to high state" ENDS "LDH changes from low to normal state" (support count = 38, conf. = 0.80).
Findings in comparison with Medline abstracts.
When matching our temporal relation-based results against medical knowledge, we look for reported results on medical journals from Medline abstracts. There are two papers that our results reconfirm their findings within the temporal relation setting. The work of [23] showed that the main difference between HBV and HCV is that the base state of TTT (thymol turbidity test) in HBV is normal, while that of HCV is high. In a temporal relation with ALB (albumin) changing from normal to low, TTT is normal for HBV but high for HCV. This shows that relations respect the reported knowledge that TTT is higher for HCV.
The work of [25] stated that for HBV cases, LAP (leucine aminopeptidase) is modified without any irreversible damage to the corresponding organs. The rules reported below show that for HBV, there is no evidence of other peaks in TTT or so after LAP changes. On the other hands, in HCV cases, there are many evidences that inflammation occurs (TTT shows peaks) after the change in LAP state. The temporal relation-based patterns also prove that in HBV cases, there is no irreversible damage (no inflammations) as LAP changes its state, but not for HCV cases. For example:
From the analysis, we can conclude that the temporal relation rules conform to some reported medical knowledge. The temporal relation itself can show the different effects between HBV and HCV when a liver product changes its state.
Rules on hepatitis were found and evaluated not only with support of MEDLINE abstract mining but also with active participation of physicians. Some of them are especially specialized in hepatitis and some play roles of intermediators between their hepatitis specialist and computer scientists.
As shown in this paper, data mining algorithms produce a number of patterns/rules to which there is room for different interpretations when they are provided in an isolated list. Only hepatitis specialists can give deeper views and new directions about them with support of translation by our intermediators. In addition they also suggest the possibilities that some other features/information we have not included in mining may have strong relations to obtained rules, such as sex, age range and patient history. Our visualization tools, as shown in the previous section, succeed to provide them to capture the importance of some specific features more than the others and the relations among feature groups and patients. Finally some of recent rules listed below were judged to be potentially new and useful.
R#10 NonLC: "GPT in very high state with peaks" AFTER "TTT in high state with peaks" AND "GOT in very high state with peaks" ENDS "GPT in very high with peaks" AND "GOT in very high state with peaks" AFTER "TTT in high state with peaks" (support count = 10, conf. = .80).
R#8 LC: "GPT in very high state with peaks" AFTER "TTT in very high state with peaks" AND "GPT in very high state with peaks" BEFORE "TTT in high state with peaks" AND "GOT in very high state with peaks" AFTER "TTT in high state with peaks", (support count = 8, conf. = .80).
R#42 NonLC: "LDH changed from normal to low state" BEFORE "TTT in normal state with peaks" AND "GOT in very high state with peaks" BEFORE "ZTT in high state with peaks" AND "GOT in very high state with peaks" AFTER "GPT in very high state with peaks" (support count = 6, conf. = .86).
For example, the last one interests the physicians because of its unexpectedness coming from their common knowledge that CRE (creatinine) indicates kidney conditions and does not directly suggest hepatic disorders, to which recently some papers have shown the relations to hepatitis [26] , although it still requires further detailed analysis and investigations.
Conclusion
We have proposed an integrated approach that merges data mining and text mining methods plus visualization support for expert evaluation and applied it in the hepatitis study. Recent results in our practice are of potentially new and interesting. Besides the physicians' verifications of those obtained knowledge in order to really discover the new and interesting medical knowledge, we need to consider to brush up our integrated approach, especially providing more various visualizations of additional information from many directions and develop other types of domain knowledge extraction from medical literature.
This integrated approach in medical data mining can also be applied to other fields in medicine.
